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ABSTRACT
Over the last two decades, data scientists performed increasingly sophisticated analyses on larger data sets, yet their tools
and workflows remain low-level. A typical analysis involves different tools for different stages of the work, requiring file transfers and considerable care to keep everything organized. Temporal data adds additional complexity: users typically must
write queries offline before porting them to production systems. To address these problems, this paper introduces Tempe,
a web application providing an integrated, collaborative environment for both real-time and offline temporal data analysis.
Tempe's central concept is a persistent research notebook retaining data sources, analysis steps and results. Analysis steps
are carried out in script editor that uses a live programming approach to display interactive, progressively updated visualizations.
Tempe uses a temporal streaming engine, Trill [17], as its backend data processor. In the process of creating Tempe, we have
discovered new interactivity and responsiveness requirements
for Trill. Conversely, building around Trill has shaped the user
experience for Tempe. We report on this cross-disciplinary design process to argue that end user experience can be an integral part of creating a data engine.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data scientists have become the primary force behind data analytics on production data, such as search logs, telemetry, and
business process data. Increasingly, data scientists find that
they need a broad and growing set of tools to process their data:
they manage the structure of data storage; they extract it into
analysis tools; they write ad-hoc scripts for data transformation and reshaping; they apply tools for statistics and machine learning; they collaborate with stakeholders and other
analysts; and they explore their data and communicate their results through visualizations and descriptions of methods.
Current work practice requires a suite of tools to pull this off,
with many different components. Collaborating with colleagues
may mean emailing scripts, sending installation instructions,
and setting data permission. Versioning often means digging
through archives of old text files. It is common to explore data
in a REPL (“Read-Eval-Print Loop”, such as R or Python), which
means that the tool does not produce a canonically correct
script—and may not run again if some critical bit of state was
lost.

To work in this sort of heterogeneous environment, data scientists often work with small subsets, offline; they then rewrite
the code in a language that runs on a computation cluster to
scale up to streaming or large scale data. The code may then be
rewritten again for use in a real-time system.
To address these many issues, this paper introduces the Tempe
environment for exploratory data analysis of temporal data.
Tempe is a system designed to improve both individual data
scientist’s work practice and their ability to share and replicate
analysis results. To help individual data analytics, Tempe gathers the necessary tools for analysis within a single user experience, much as an IDE does for software development. Tempe’s
user experience is based on the concept of a persistent research
notebook: every step a user performs and every result produced are saved automatically and kept indefinitely. This reduces the low-level clerical work of transferring, tracking, and
organizing files.
With large datasets, Tempe progressively computes and reports analysis results, regardless of the size of the data sets: rather than waiting for large batch computations to complete before seeing results, a Tempe user sees instant query results that
are updated once per second as additional data is processed.
With streaming datasets, Tempe allows the user to interact
with streamed data either offline with archived data collections, or online with live streams.
To promote sharing and collaboration between analysts,
Tempe is implemented as a web application: data analysts access Tempe through a web browser, and all data handling and
computation are performed on servers. As a result of this architecture, analysis artifacts are shared by default, and users all
share the same computing environment and tools. Analysts can
share results with colleagues by sending them a notebook
page’s URL; colleagues can concurrently edit a page’s content
to analyze data together.
Tempe was developed through a cross-disciplinary process:
the creators of the front-end requested unanticipated features
from the back-end data processing engine; conversely, the capabilities of the back-end inspired interesting front end features and paradigms. This “bits-to-pixels” collaboration paints
an image of a highly cross-disciplinary future for systems software development.
This paper makes two contributions. First, we describe the design and implementation of Tempe, an integrated, collaborative
web application for temporal and large-scale data analysis,

Figure 2. A browser screenshot of Tempe, showing a notebook page with an offline Twitter analysis.
with progressive data queries and pervasive data visualization.
Second, we discuss how the process of fulfilling these design
goals made for interesting cross-disciplinary collaboration.

choosing column names from a header row (if present) and
column types based on the format of the data. He can, of course,
manually override any choice.

2. SCENARIO

To help an analyst’s productivity, Tempe also automates
common tasks. When a data source is added to a notebook page,
Tempe asynchronously scans the data to provide useful facts
about each column, such as how many data are missing or badly
formatted; whether the data is sorted; how the data is
distributed. Tom can now proceed with his analysis. Tempe’s
editor provides immediate evaluation feedback, in addition to
typical editing features like code completion and parameter
prompts. After Tom enters the first statement, Tempe immediately displays a table below the statement. This table is a progressive visualization of the evaluation result. At first, this table
shows only a header row, representing the type of the result.
Then, at one second intervals, the table is updated to show
newly computed rows and the total number of rows computed
so far. The table visualization provides navigation controls to
allow Tom to browse through the results.Tom can now proceed
with his analysis. Tempe’s editor provides immediate evaluation feedback, in addition to typical editing features like code
completion and parameter prompts. After Tom enters the first

To illustrate Tempe’s user experience, we describe a familiar
scenario of a data scientist processing a Twitter feed. Tom is
working with a public relations team that is tracking their Twitter traffic and wants to set up a dashboard for a handful of their
critical metrics. While his team knows a handful of the metrics
that they want to present, such as volume of tweets and sentiment on certain topics, they also want to investigate possible
correlates of these issues by looking at past performance.
To get started with his analysis, he visits http://tempe in his
web browser. On the left side of the page, he sees his collection
of analysis notebooks and notebook pages (Figure 1). Under the
“Twitter” notebook he clicks “New page” and titles it.
Tom has a stored archive from the Twitter gardenhose from the
last twenty-four hours in CSV format. When he adds it as a data
source, Tempe defines a schema for the data and generates a
class for reading data from that source: for delimited files, like
CSV or TSV, Tempe scans the file to define its own schema,

statement, Tempe immediately displays a table below the statement. This table is a progressive visualization of the evaluation
result. At first, this table shows only a header row, representing
the type of the result. Then, at one second intervals, the table is
updated to show newly computed rows and the total number
of rows computed so far. The table visualization provides navigation controls to allow Tom to browse through the results.
While the data is flowing fine for his search for “Skype”, a second search for “XBoz” isn’t returning any results. Tom realizes
that he had a typo in his query and corrects it. The display updates instantly to show search results. Tempe’s “live programming” experience allows any statement to be edited at any time.
Tempe cancels any obsolete running queries and selectively recomputes queries to bring the onscreen results up to date.
Jane, one of Tom’s colleagues, wants to connect his analysis to
the live Twitter feeds coming to their system. Jane has a small
C# library that connects directly to the Twitter stream. Jane
goes to the URL for Tom’s page, and presses Clone to generate
a new copy of the page with the same analysis. She presses Configure and add her library to the script. She adds a few lines of
code to instantiate her Twitter observer class and turn it into a
stream of the same type as the offline data. With this new live
stream, she is able to reuse the remaining code in Tom’s script.
The script automatically updates to start reading this live
streaming data. Now, anyone who visits her page sees the latest
results of the telemetry analysis.

3. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
3.1 Studies of data analysts
There have been relatively few studies of the work practices of
data analysts. Kandel et al. [9] interviewed business intelligence workers and identified three different personas: “hackers”, who are comfortable writing code and using a wide variety
of tools in a variety of different languages; “scripters”, who prefer to use structured data but create more sophisticated data
models; and “application users”, who tend to use prepared data
within dedicated analysis applications. Fisher et al. [7] interviewed data analysts about their workflows and documented
their pain points, for example, transferring data is slow and
cumbersome, scripts run slowly and non-interactively, and it
can be difficult to reshape data between the different file formats required by different tools. They describe an analyst’s typical workflow as winnowing large amounts of low-value data
down to small amounts of high-value data: from filtering and
aggregating, for example, using a map/reduce system; to modeling, using machine learning and statistical tools; to plotting,
charting or reporting the final results of the analysis.

3.2 Tools for data analysis
The recent excitement in the press about “big data” or “big data
analytics” has been made possible by the current generation of
map-reduce tools [5], like Hadoop1, running on large clusters of
PCs. Many data analysts today implement map-reduce computations by using scripting notations like Sawzall [14] or Pig
Latin [13]. These notations allow an analyst to express analyses
in terms of high-level relational queries. Tempe uses a data processing library, called Trill, which supports temporal data queries, programmed through a high-level scripting language.
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Tempe scripts use types derived from the schemas of the imported data sources. Finally, the goal of Tempe is also to cover
complete analysis workflows, including modeling, statistical
tests, and visualization.
Many data analysis tools use a research notebook metaphor,
going back to the early versions of Mathematica2. Today, many
data analysts are adopting the IPython Notebook3, which provides an interactive Python interpreter with embedded visualizations. Although the IPython Notebook uses a web browser
as its front end, it is a desktop application rather than a web
application. Users, however, can share non-interactive versions
of their notebook pages on the web. Tempe provides a similar
scripting experience to these notebooks, but as a web application. In contrast to the IPython Notebook, Tempe users share
fully interactive notebook pages, with no need to install software locally. Wakari4 is a new product that hosts IPython Notebook’s in Amazon EC2, which is closer to a central web application, but silos each user’s interactive notebook behind a separate pay wall.
Tempe also provides a different live programming experience
than the IPython Notebook or Mathematica. In these other
tools, the notebook’s content is treated as view on an interpreter session, which makes it possible to create notebook
pages that look incorrect. For example, if the user edits a notebook page like this:
x = 3;
x = x + 1;
y = x;

x is 3
y is 4

(that is, an increment statement is evaluated, then erased), then
y is bound to 4, which looks incorrect given the two remaining
statements on the page. Instead, Tempe’s live programming experience maintains the invariant that the evaluation results reflect the script’s current content, which we feel is less confusing.
One aspect of a collaborative research is tracking workflow
provenance: the ability to know how data flows into results.
There have been both community efforts and technical efforts
to allow data analysts to share and replicate each other’s work.
The Open Provenance Model [26] is a well-known standard for
coarse-grained workflow provenance. The Lipstick [25] system
enables workflow provenance (in additional to traditional tuple-level database-style provenance) in Pig Latin.

3.3 Analytics Systems
A number of big data analytics systems that support interactivity and exploration have been proposed in the database community over the last decade. The CONTROL project [23] from
Berkeley resulted in seminal systems such as Potter’s Wheel
[22] that provided better UX integration with support for approximate quick answers, but the focus was on building constrained interfaces (such as drop-down boxes and spreadsheetstyle interfaces) that support online aggregation. More recently, there have been several efforts to make databases more
usable with better integration with the rest of the UI: For example, dbTouch [20] supports a touch friendly interface to databases, not focused on developing logic, targets traditional DB
back-end. QWiK [11] and DICE [21] are visualization front-ends
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Figure 3. Tempe’s architecture has three components: a Web Client that provides the user experience in a web browser; a
Notebook Service that stores the user-generated content; and a Scripting Service that provides a computing environment
for user scripts.
,
targeted towards OLAP style data cube exploration, UX integration enables pre-computation and fetches results in advance,
supports approximate progressive results.
In the big data ecosystem, SciDB [18] focuses on disk resident
array based data, and provides high-performance with scaled
out execution. They do not target real time queries, and their
temporal support is limited to traditional time-series. ScalaR
[19] is a visualization front-end that can work against SciDB as
well as other databases (they argue for decoupling the frontend from the back-end). ScalaR provides visual querying capabilities, but is not a REPL: they do not focus of the problem of
developing logic. Their current focus is on geographic and map
data. BlinkDB [24] supports interactive SQL queries (not realtime or temporal) on large datasets, but does not focus on visualizations.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 System Architecture
Tempe is structured in three major components (Figure 2): the
Web Client implements the user experience; the Notebook Service stores the user-generated content and multiplexes requests from multiple clients; and the Scripting Service provides
the computing environment for the user’s scripts.
The Web Client is implemented in Javascript and uses several
existing components: jQuery5, a popular user interface toolkit
for the web; Monaco6, a source code editor, with functionality
similar to that of Microsoft Visual Studio or Eclipse, including
syntax highlighting and code completion; and D3.js [3]. The
Web Client is “thin”: it performs no data analysis computations,
but instead handles user interface events and invokes the Notebook Service’s REST-style interface [6].
The Notebook Service is a standard stateless web server responsible for storing and retrieving user-generated content,
like notebooks, notebook pages, data sources, and scripts. The
Notebook Service delegates changes to the user’s scripts to the
Scripting Service. It also stores the results that service returns,
so that analysis results, like tables and charts will be preserved
indefinitely.
The Scripting Service provides the computing environment for
scripts. It retains the state of a script's ongoing computation.
The Scripting Service is implemented using Microsoft Roslyn
[12], which provides an interpreter for the C# language. The
language that Roslyn interprets is a version of C# in which
source code can arbitrarily mix top-level definitions (classes,
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structs, enums), method definitions, and statements. This mixture makes the C# scripting language similar to other scripting
languages for data analysis, like R, MATLAB, and Python. The
Tempe UI allows the user to link her choice of libraries to the
Roslyn interpreter session.

4.2 Live Programming
The heart of the Tempe user experience is the live programming of scripts. Most data analysts are familiar with a readeval-print loop (REPL) experience, like that in R or Python, in
which the user iteratively enters a statement and waits to see a
printed response. To see alternative results, the user often reenters previous statements, making the necessary changes. In
contrast, Tempe’s live programming experience allows the user
to edit any part of the script text at any time, as she would in a
development environment. Tempe automatically re-evaluates
statements as necessary to bring the result visualizations up to
date with the text.
The implementation of live programming involves all three
components. The Web Client’s editor captures the user’s edits,
which are then sent to the Notebook Service for storage. Since
a script can be simultaneously edited by multiple people using
multiple Web Clients, the Notebook Service combines edits
from all Web Clients into a coherent script content. The Notebook Service reports the new script content to the Scripting
Service.
The Scripting Service first parses the new script content into a
syntax tree, reporting any errors. It then uses the well-known
Levenshtein edit distance algorithm to find a minimal sequence
of edits to transform the old sequence of top-level statements
into the new sequence. Based on these edits, it first cancels any
obsolete ongoing queries. It then submits to the Roslyn interpreter both the changed statements and any subsequent statements with data- or control-flow dependencies on these
changed statements. The computation of dependencies is a
conservative approximation, since a precise dependency graph
is undecidable.
Tempe uses the model-view-controller pattern [8] to visualize
execution results. Each statement that the Roslyn interpreter
executes results in a (potentially huge) .NET object. The Scripting Service creates a model of each .NET object, which it reports
back to the Notebook Service for storage. The Notebook Service
in turn reports the model to the Web Client, whose interactive
visualizations act as the view and controller. The nature of the
model depends on the user’s choice of view. For example, for a
table view, the model is a sample of rows; for a histogram view
6
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of categorical data, the model is an aggregated count per categorical value. In all cases, the model is of a bounded size, regardless of the size of .NET object it summarizes.

4.3 Data Processing
For the parts of a script that perform queries over data, Tempe
uses Trill [17], a temporal streaming engine named for its goal
of querying a trillion (10¹²) events per day. A description of
Trill is outside the scope of this paper (see [17] for details), but
we note that Trill is capable of high-performance streaming analytics across the latency spectrum from offline (such as historical logs) to real-time. Tempe uses Trill to handle temporal queries – both on real-time streams and offline logs. In addition,
Tempe takes advantage of Trill’s temporal processing capability to answer non-temporal queries progressively (with early
results), by reusing Trill’s notion of time to instead mean query
computation progress [4]. A progressive query provides partial
answers while it is computing, as opposed to batch systems that
do not provide any feedback until the query has completed.
To keep track of progressive/temporal updates, the Notebook
Service polls the Scripting Service once per second for the latest
models, which are then pushed to any relevant Web Clients.
This design decouples three time rates — the rate at which
query results are computed, the rate at which results are summarized, and the rate at which results are reported to the user.
This allows us to control the balance between latency (reporting updates quickly) and throughput (computing results in
large batches). The Notebook Service polls for progressive updates until they are complete; it polls for temporal queries until
the user explicitly stops them.

5. CROSS-DISCIPLINARY, BITS-TO-PIXELS
The architecture discussed here comes about from the unusual
structure of the Tempe project: we chose to scope the project
“from bits to pixels”. The tasks in a data analyst’s workflow encompass a broad set of technical problems, including accessing,
organizing, transforming and visualizing data. To address these
problems, we brought together a diverse team. Our collaboration includes experts in user interfaces, visualization, programming languages, machine learning, and data systems. We also
worked closely with users, bringing out early prototypes frequently to data scientists and incorporating data scientists into
the team as participant experts. To take the best advantage of
this broad expertise, we created our own software for any component where we had innovative ideas—like temporal query
processing, live programming and progressive visualization—
and otherwise reused large components—like the C# interpreter and program editor.
In this section, we outline some of the ways that the design of
both the Tempe system and the underlying Trill query engine
were affected by each other’s design, constraints, and interaction with users.

5.1 Progressive and Temporal Computing
The idea of progressive computation has been proposed in the
research community for a number of years. The CONTROL [23]
project, for example, showed that progressive results could
lead to a more responsive data environment, even as data
scales grew arbitrarily. We decided to experiment using a
streaming engine to implement a progressive computation.
When we brought Trill in as part of the Tempe project, Trill was
based on a notion of temporal data seen as segments with

paired start- and end-events. In a progressive computation,
however, the stream consists only of start-events: elements are
never removed from the stream. We were able to optimize Trill
for this scenario by creating special operators that work efficiently over streams with no end-events. This property also allowed Tempe to easily implement progressive data tables.
The user interface can also take advantage of the Trill engine:
“progress” is a first-class notion of Trill, and Tempe directly exposes progress reports to the user. Tempe can show precisely
how much of the input goes into the current progressive state.
The nature of progressive computation, in turn, implies that
Tempe have an asynchronous scripting experience. Unlike
standard REPLs—in which the process fully evaluates a query,
then prints the results—Tempe provides continuous updates,
even as the user continues to the next query. Data results become available when they are ready.
Performance Considerations: Designing Trill as a Tempe
component meant that we needed to ensure rapid computation
for large data jobs. Streaming engines can be slow, though, as
they process individual items and produce individual output.
Knowing that Trill’s front-end would be in the Tempe system,
we realized that we could accept latency on a human time scale:
the user interface only looks for updates once a second. Trill
batches data elements, trading off throughput for latency in order to maintain responsiveness.
In exploratory work, data scientists often change their minds,
which means that many queries quickly become obsolete. This
context allows us to accelerate query cleanup. While earlier
versions of Trill would carefully clean up memory resources,
Tempe simply kills the Trill thread, allowing the OS to take care
of memory cleanup, at a substantial savings.
Temporal Computation: Trill’s implementation of progressive computation actually creates a continuous stream of
events. With this engine, it was straightforward to incorporate
temporal computations directly into the interface with few
changes. Because Tempe sees a disk-based stream the same
way it sees a live stream, providing a consistent user experience for both online and offline streams also came easily.

5.2 Stream Properties and Data Inference
Interface requirements and the core of the query engine interacted closely in tracking stream properties. There are some
types of data that can be useful for the engine, but are not usually solicited from the user. For example, if the fact that a column is known to be categorical—to have a small cardinality—
than the engine can make decisions about compression,
grouped aggregation, and scale out. This data is often hard to
acquire, requiring an extra pass across the column.
Data scientists, however, also wants to know about cardinality:
it informs the analyses they choose to do and affects the sorts
of visualizations they draw on the data. As a result, the user has
a strong interest in helping label input columns as categorical—
or correcting the built-in inference system if it chooses incorrectly. Categorical labels are then carried along as stream properties, propagated through queries, and are fed both into the
interface and the engine, enhancing both experiences.
Similar to the categorical case, we are currently implementing
a facility to label a stream as a “signal.” A signal means that no
more than one value is defined for a given key at each time.
Again, this label benefits both the user and the engine. If we

know that a stream is a signal, we can visualize it in a more intuitive form (e.g. line charts) and allow direct arithmetic computations in the user interface (e.g., divide one stream by another). We can also feed cues into the engine to optimize the
method of storage for signals.
Optimizing on Start-Edge Only: Trill ordinarily thinks of data
as segments with paired start- and end-events; although it is
capable of handling start-edge-only. With Tempe, we found
many use cases of progressive queries, where the stream consisted only of start-events, i.e., elements are never removed
from the stream. We were able to optimize Trill for this scenario by creating special operators that work efficiently over
streams with no end-events. This property also allowed Tempe
to easily implement Now optimized for start-edge-only, which
was necessary to implement progressive data tables.
Batched Computation: Knowing that the UI will require data
only so often—currently once a second—means that the computation system can afford to batch up computations, as long as
it is at least as responsive as the UI. User can choose batch
size—smaller batches for better latency (at the possible cost of
some throughput); larger batches vice versa.
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5.3 Discussion
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In this section, we have outlined several technical advantages
gained by close collaboration between the front-end and backend. Both sides have gained from this knowledge; designing
from “bits to pixel” has taught us a tremendous amount about
the opportunities available. More importantly, when it comes
to implementation decisions, having direct access to users
changes our priorities and design.
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That said, this research approach requires care to keep from
“boiling the ocean”. In several cases, we were able to implement
our ideas as increments to existing mature components. We implemented live programming while reusing an existing compiler/interpreter infrastructure; we implemented scripts as
rich media while reusing an existing code editor; and we implemented progressive visualization using an existing visualization toolkit. On the other hand, we ignored some popular existing technologies because they would have preemptively
blocked our innovations. In particular, we rejected the Hadoopbased big-data stack in favor our own Trill temporal data engine. Similarly we avoided the R interpreter, with its unsafe Cbased execution model in favor of C# and .NET. This means that
we have missed out on many of the community tools and easier
adoption path.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the Tempe integrated environment for
temporal data analyses. Tempe addresses two problems. For
individual analysts, it supports complete workflows within a
simple user interface, obviating the need to switch between different tools and to manage data interchange between them. For
research communities, Tempe’s web application architecture
makes sharing and retention of analyses the default.
The creation of Tempe came from a productive collaboration
between user interface and database researchers. We hope to
see more such cross-disciplinary collaborations in the future.
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8. DEMO WALKTHROUGH
We will bring an instance of the Tempe system as a demonstration for the conference. In our demonstration, we will be
able to show major interactive features of Tempe, including
live coding, sharing sheets and datasets, and both online and
offline temporal datasets. We will demonstrate the use of
Tempe against both a live stream of data from Twitter, and
from a smaller offline dataset. In each of these demonstrations, we will:
• Load a notebook page to see archived results of the last time
the query was run
• Interactively modify the demonstration queries, such as altering keywords or filters, and see updated results based on
the modified query
• Share results with another user running a second browser
Each of these demos will be kept in the same research notebook; therefore, they can be executed at will.

8.1
Demo 1: Twitter Data Exploration
and Fusion
The first demo shows how Tempe can be used to explore temporal data online and offline. We will begin with on a large
sample of Twitter data. During the course of the demo, we will
begin with one file containing sentiment keywords, and then
start a continuous stream from a second large file containing
tweets. We will join the stream with the sentiment scores, and
show dynamically create a histogram of distributions of sentiment on the tweet stream. We will produce several visualizations based on this dataset. The dataset is temporal, and so
we can show how the data changes over time, and will draw
line charts showing the data varying.
We will then adapt the script we generated for this offline
data to an online data stream; if the network cooperates, we
will change from watching the query on archived data to seeing it on current data.
Figure 1, and the scenario above, are aspects of this demonstration.

8.2

Demo 2: Top-k Search Correlation

The second demo is a non-temporal data query called “top-k
search correlation” that operates over a sample of a 10TB
search log dataset. This query was created by users working
on a feature discovery task for a search engine. The query is
is run as a series of interactive LINQ expressions in the Trill
environment.
The user provides a keyword (e.g., “music”) as input parameter, and the sequence of queries returns the top-k words most
closely correlated with the provided term. This is a two stage
process. The first stage uses the search data set as input and
partitions by user. For each user, we compute a histogram
that reports, for each word, the number of searches with and
without the input term, and the total number of searches. The
second stage job groups by word, and aggregates the histograms from the first stage, computes a per-word goodness
metric, and applies a top-k operation to report the k highly
correlated words to the input term.
The query is expressed in LINQ and executed incrementally
by Trill in the backend. We show that the results converge on

the first few results quickly, allowing the user to make decisions even after looking at a tiny percentage of the data.

8.3 Visitor Interactivity
Both of these demos are fully interactive. Visitors to the demo
can broadly update or modify the demonstration code. At simplest, they can change parameters to the top-k search correlation query and visualize these results interactively. They
can also tweak the query—altering its functions or its calls—
to learn about both the iterative exploration process and the
debugging experience.
Similarly, users will be able to alter the Twitter experiment,
including choosing new visualizations, adding or removing
keywords, and otherwise tweaking the query.
We will bring several other data sources so that users can issue and visualize their own interactive queries.

